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Kanchana 1 Full Film DownloadMuni 3 Kanchana 2 Full Film In Tamil YoutubeWatch Kanchana: Mooney 2 2011 Full Hindi Film Free Online Director: Lawrence Raghavendra Starring: Lawrence Ragavendra, Raai Laxmi, Sarat Kumar, Kovai Sarala Genre: Comedy, Crime, Horror Released on: 15 Aug 2011 Writer: Lawrence Raghavendra IMDB Rating: 6.5/10 (246 Voices)
Duration: 160 min Summary: The film revolves around Lawrence, who plays Raghava, a youth who is afraid for anything. So afraid that he dares to leave his house in the dark. His mother (Kovary Sarala) is his mainstay of power. As it happens, it comes across the strangest things in life, quite typical of community horror movies. Mooney 3 Kanchana 2 Full film In Tamil YoutubeOn
slowly behaves like an obsessed woman and all hell breaks out. Server 1 - Youtube Server 2 - Youtube.Language: Hindi Quality: 720p HDRip Size: 1GB Subtitles: N/Plot Movie/Storyline: Ragawa (Lawrence), who are always afraid to watch horror movies, takes his mom (Kowai Sarala) to the toilet as he nyctophobia and whenever he feels extreme shock, he sits on the lap of a
woman next to him. Ragawa is a TV station operator, and he loves Nandhini (Taapzee), who wants to shoot a fake ghost haunted house so that the TRP's rating will increase. Unfortunately for them, they are actually haunted by not one, but five ghosts. 2015 Film directed by Ragawa Lawrence Kanchana 2PosterDirected by Ratagawa LawrencePropenterable PoRagawa
LawrenceStarring Ragawa Lawrence Nithea Menen Taapsee Pannu Kovala Music Score:S. ThamanSongs:Leon JamesS. Tamank. Mohan.R. B. HunudevoEdaes Kyshore Kyshore Raghavendra Productions Distributed bySun PicturesSri Thenandal FilmsRelease₹ Date April 17, 2015 (2015-04-17) ₹120 crore Kanchana 2 (market as Muni 3: Kanchana 2) is an Indian horror film in
Tamil 2015, filmed, produced and directed by Ragawa Lawrence, who played a dual role in it. This is the third installment in the Moonee series after Moonee 2: Kanchana and the second instalment in the Kanchana series. The film stars Nitia Menen, Taapzee Pannu and Covai Sarala, which were released worldwide on April 17, 2015. The Telugu Ganga version was released on
May 1, 2015. The film was remade in Cannada as Kalpana 2 (2016) with Upendra in the title role. The plot of the event that is shown in this film takes place 2 years after the events in Moonee 2: Kanchana. The film begins with the couple visiting a friend's house for dinner. To their surprise, the owners are not at home, and the place haunts. Ragawa Lawrence is currently the
operator of Green TV, where his Crush Nandini (Tapsee Pannu) also works. When Green TV drops to second place in the ratings, Nandini advises to shoot a horror program to return his channel to the first place. After the board agrees on this plan, Nandini decides on a place with an intense haunted view, not knowing that it is actually haunted. She travels with Ragawa, his
caretaker Mayilsamy, Dr. Prasad (Sriman), and the anchor Puja (Puja Ramachandran) to carry out this task. During filming on the nearby beach Nandini discovers Tali, and after the discovery begin to occur mysterious events. Because of this, she decides to visit the priest. The priest discovers that Tali is actually pursuing, releases Nandini from his room and returns Tali to the
spirit. Nandini does not seem to believe it, and the priest challenges her to check the place where she took it. After Nandini and Puja disturb tali a second time, it won't leave them. She rushes to the priest, and he helps her. At his direction, she prepares the coffin and corpse of a well-groomed woman, which has Tali. They move to a distance and shoot to see that the coffin literally
opens and the dead woman is dragged by a ghost. All members of the church run away from fear, and Ragawa collapses. The priest is also killed by a ghost. Nandini tries to wake Ragawa, but it's too late, as she becomes obsessed with the ghost. Ragawa and Nandini move to another house where haunted Nandini is planning something, and to their surprise, Ragawa's mother
(Kowai Sarala) and daughter-in-law Nandini (Renuka) also come to stay there. Several changes occur in Nandini, which only Ragawa notices at first; she starts smoking at night and even physically attacks him. Soon everyone realizes that she is obsessed. Nandini (now obsessed with the Ganges) influences the ghost of Shiva, who will be sent to Ragawa. When Nandini's mother
and daughter-in-law return, they are beaten. Then they run to the church and learn about Shiva (Ragawa Lawrence) and Ganga (Thread Menen). Ganga is a handicap, but Shiva loves her very much. Unfortunately, Marudhu (Jayaprakash) killed and buried them when Ganga refused to marry his mad son Shankar. Before he died, Shiva killed Shankar. When Ragawa (obsessed as
Shiva) kills brother Marudhu, he learns that the spirit has killed him. He gets Tantrik and revives his dead son to kill Shiva and Ganga. Shiva fights Shankar and eventually defeats him. Ganga takes revenge by killing Marudhu. Shiva safely returns Ragav to his family and promises to return when they need him; The story of Shiva and Ganga restores Green TV to the first place.
Starring Ragawa Lawrence as Ragav and Shiva (double role) Nitya Menen as Ganga Taapzee Pannu as Nandini Koval as Ragav Renuki's mother as Nandini Jayaprakash as Marudhu Rajendran as Marudhu Suhasini Maiissami in The Watchman Puja Ramachandran in Puja Manobala in Arnold Djangiri Madhumita in Aishwarya Pandou in Dr. Pandurangan Chaams in Araviny
Bhanu Chander in Chandra Chakravarty in Father Ragawa (photo) Matijalagan Boys Rajan KPY Ramar Production Ragawa Lawrence began work on the third part of the Mooney franchise in 2012 under the name Muni 3: Ganga. He said he had two different storylines for the sequel. Taapzee Pannu was buried to play the main female role. It was reported that Anjali was signed to
the main role of Ganga, but later she was replaced by Thread Menen. Lawrence introduced his brother Alvin in the film, who danced in the video. Lawrence reportedly appeared in six different looks in the film. Puja Ramachandran was also tied with a rope and is said to have played the role of anchor. In October 2013, Lawrence wilted while filming, and the film was stopped for
more than three months. The film has been in production for more than two years. Soundtrack Kanchana 2Soundtrack album DhinaLeon JamesS. ThamanAswamithraReleased2015 Recorded2015Genrefeature film soundtrackLeng21:40LabelAP InternationalProducerDhinaLeon JamesS. TamamanAswamytraS. Taman chronology Savaale Samaali (2015) Kanchana 2 (2015) Vaa
Deal (2015) C. Satya chronology Asurakulam (2015) Kanchana 2 (2015) Vehelena Vandhu Vella 2 (2016) Leon James Kanchana 2 (2015) Ko 2 (2016) Timeline of Aswamithra Kanchana 2 (2015) Andala Kaan (2018) Soundtrack includes five songs, written by C. Satya, S. Tamaman, debutants Ashwamitra and Leon James, with the latter contributing two songs to the album. [15]
No.TitleLyricsMusicSingersLength1. Sandi MuniVi kecaLeon James Khariharan, Leon James4:402. Waaya ViraCo. SeshaLeon JamesShakttitri Gopalan4:383. Silatta PilattaLogank. SatyaJagadesh Kumar, K. Satya4:184. Motta Tamank. S. Chitra, Suraj Santosh4:325. Fashion VivekaAswamithraMaster Shriman Roshan3:32Total length:21:40 Release film was released on April 17,
2015 on approximately 750 screens around the world along with Mani Ratnam in O Kadhal Kanmani. The Telugu version was released later, on May 1, 2015, on approximately 550 screens. The kanchana 2 critical reception opened to positive reviews from critics. The Times of India gave 3 stars out of 5 and wrote: Comedy is broad and low-rolling, betting on gay humor and
character reaction when they are frightened by the presence of a ghost. It gets too childish from time to time, but you laugh nonetheless... The film does what it promises - we laugh, cringe, cry and sometimes cringe. Behind the scenes, he gave the film 2.75 out of five stars and said, It looks like Lawrence has mastered the genre, so well that he knows how to keep the audience on
the edge of his seats. His creative imagination has made this film different from the usual horror comedy movies. Reff rated the film 2.5 by 5, calling it a pleasant film and wrote: The plot may be outdated and the comedy is absurd, but the antics of the familiar characters and their enthusiasm make you laugh, despite yourself. Sify wrote: 'Kanchana 2 is no different from lawrence's
previous horror comedies... The formula is the same - mix rough comedy with a lot of horror, dead man's spirit to get into the body of the hero/heroine, farce of humor, glamour, melodrama, ladies feelings, fight scenes... Add five songs, haunted house, screaming and crying sounds, it works. The Indo-Asian news service gave 2.5 stars out of 5 and wrote: The film, which follows a
very cliche and dated format of the horror template, suffers greatly due to the lack of a good story and called it undoubtedly the weakest film in the franchise. The Hindu wrote: Acting is not a problem; predictable story ... Kanchana-3, which is hinted at by the end of the credits, needs to do better if the franchise is to survive. Kanchana 2 box office has raised about 120 ₹ ($17
million) worldwide. On the first day, the film grossed ₹5.77 crore ($810,000) in Tamil Nadu alone and about ₹10 kronor ($1.4 million) worldwide. The film had a phenomenal opening, earning ₹ 10.83 crore ($1.5 million) in Tamil Nadu in two days. Kanchana 2 earned ₹17.5 crore ($2.5 million) in Tamil Nadu in its first weekend. The film netted ₹1.55 crore (US$220,000) in
Karnataka, ₹88 lah ($120,000) in Kerala and ₹22 lah ($31,000) from the rest of India. In Chennai alone, the film ₹1.31 crore ($180,000) in three days. The film grossed ₹40 kronor ($5.6 million) in ten days in Tamil Nadu. In fourteen days, he ₹51.5 kronor ($7.2 million) from TN, Kerala and Karnataka. The Ganges version of Telugu grossed ₹12.2 crore ($1.7 million) in its first week
with a gross ₹19.3 crore ($2.7 million). The final share was 18.65 ₹ 18.65 kronor ($2.6). making it the third highest earning called film in the AP/Telangana after me and Enthiran. The film opened with ₹7 lakh (US$9,800) in the U.S. limited edition. In the UK and Ireland, the film made ₹24 lakh (US$34,000) in its first weekend. In Malaysia, the film was a very good opening, grossing
₹ 1.36 crore (US$190,000) in the first three days. The Sequel Sequel Sequel to the film Kanchana 3 was released on April 19, 2019. Although it was actually related to Moonee 2: Kanchana, due to Kanchana being a big hit and more interesting than Kanchana 2, and Kanchana 2 is a different story, it was not a sequel to the previous film and it was the cast of the previous film
reprising their roles. Legacy Dialogue from this film Motta Siva Ketta Siwa inspired the 2017 film of the same name also starred Ragawa Lawrence. Inquiries: Nicy V.P (April 8, 2015). Collywood awaits back-to-back release OK Kanmani, Kanchana 2, Wai Raja Wai, Uttam villain. International Business Times. Archive from the original on April 14, 2015. Received on April 15, 2015.
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